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REQUEST A QUOTE





2026 WORLD CRUISE
Join us for the voyage of a lifetime.
Explore every corner of our extraordinary planet on our 2026 World Cruise.
LEARN MORE
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CHAIRMEN'S CRUISE
Set sail on Crystal Symphony, from Nov 14th - 24th, 2024, with two luminaries of travel, Mr. Manfredi Lefebvre, Executive Chairman of A&K Travel Group, and Mr. Geoffrey Kent, Founder and Chairman Emeritus of Abercrombie & Kent.
EXPLORE ITINERARY
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SAIL THE BALTICS & NORTHERN EUROPE
Join us on Crystal Symphony as she sails on an extensive Northern European season this summer, stopping off at big-hitting, iconic cities and tiny villages along the way.

LEARN MORE
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REFER A FRIEND TO CRYSTAL AND SAVE
To show our appreciation, we have launched our Crystal Referral Program* to reward all Crystal guests who introduce their friends and family to Crystal.

Terms and conditions apply*
LEARN MORE
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CRYSTAL EXPLORER FARE OFFER
Book early to get up to 20% off voyages in 2025 and beyond with our new Crystal Explorer Fare.

Terms and conditions apply.
VIEW OFFERS 





EXCEPTIONAL AT SEA
Sail onboard our newly refurbished ships Crystal Serenity and Crystal Symphony and travel on cruises that have been designed for deep destination discovery.
FIND A CRUISE










FIND YOUR NEXT VOYAGE







VIEW CRUISES
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WELCOME TO CRYSTAL
Join us on Crystal for the voyage of a lifetime, where days are spent immersed in the world’s most breathtaking destinations, and evenings are elegant affairs filled with fine-dining, entertainment, and captivating company.

Step aboard and be warmly welcomed into a world of comfort and sophistication on our reimagined ships, where the crew know you by name and your every nuanced wish is taken care of.

Together with Abercrombie & Kent, we get closer to the unseen side of each destination and create memories guaranteed to last a lifetime.

Simply put, Crystal is Exceptional at Sea.
LEARN MORE



THE CRYSTAL DIFFERENCE
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UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

Our onshore experiences are curated by Abercrombie & Kent, leaders in global travel for over 60 years.
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PERFECTLY AT HOME

Warm, intuitive service; spacious and comfortable suites and social areas… all that’s left for you to do is relax.
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WORLD-CLASS DINING

Unparalleled choice, including the only Nobu restaurant at sea, dining aboard Crystal is an unforgettable experience.
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OUTSTANDING ENTERTAINMENT

From Broadway shows and comedy, to live music and lectures, we have a world of options to keep you amused.



Together, let’s make it happen.
Are you ready to become exceptional at sea? Start your travel adventures with Crystal today.
REQUEST A QUOTE


NEW OWNERSHIP, REIMAGINED SHIPS, THE SAME WARM WELCOME... CRYSTAL IS BACK.
VIEW FULL VIDEO



START YOUR ADVENTURE

Crystal Serenity and Crystal Symphony now sail to 281 destinations in 112 countries. Where will you go next?
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DESTINATIONS

Search our selection of the world’s most iconic and unusual destinations and find your dream voyage.


SEARCH DESTINATIONS
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WORLD CRUISE

In it for the long-haul? Join us on one of our World Cruises and travel the world in style.



FIND A WORLD CRUISE
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GRAND JOURNEYS

If you crave deep exploration, our Grand Journeys offer an immersive travel experience.


FIND A GRAND JOURNEY



"Crystal is back in all its glory. 
And even if they won’t describe themselves as luxurious,
their guests almost certainly will"
- Condé Nast Traveller


“What Crystal Symphony is – and what makes it so special – is something less tangible.
It’s the same reason a Patek Philippe watch is desirable, or an Hermès bag:
it offers timeless elegance that is continually appealing to those who appreciate both style and value.
Crystal just happens to offer both of those things in spades.”
- Cruise Critic


"The real star of the show, however, is Crystal’s exceptional dining,
anchored by the only Nobu restaurant at sea,
Umi Uma by Nobu Matsuhisa Restaurant and Sushi Bar,
which can be found on both ships."
- Forbes







OUR SHIPS
Explore our two beautifully reimagined ships, Crystal Symphony and Crystal Serenity, and discover a world of timeless elegance at sea.
EXPLORE OUR SHIPS



DINING ONBOARD

Crystal offers endless choices to suit every taste and mood.
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UMI UMA BY NOBU MATSUHISA

Lose yourself in the beautiful décor and signature dishes of Chef Nobu Matsuhisa.



EXPLORE
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OSTERIA D'OVIDIO

Named for our owner, this restaurant specializes in show-stopping Italian fine dining.


EXPLORE
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WATERSIDE RESTAURANT

Enjoy fine-dining with a daily changing menu surrounded by sweeping ocean views.


EXPLORE
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THE VINTAGE ROOM

A gourmet food and wine pairing restaurant that offers some of the best vintages at sea.


EXPLORE
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THE BISTRO

Indulge in delicious patisseries and light bites in this spacious, airy café.


EXPLORE
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TRIDENT GRILL

Our pool restaurant and grill is the perfect spot for relaxed dining.


EXPLORE
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TASTES KITCHEN & BAR

Sumptuous, regionally inspired tapas-style cuisine for sophisticated, casual dining.


EXPLORE
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SCOOPS ICE CREAM BAR

Choose from innovative flavors or traditional delights in our Italian gelateria.


EXPLORE
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MARKETPLACE

This buffet-style restaurant features a vast array of choices for those who like a little of everything.


EXPLORE
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SPA AND FITNESS
Elevate your journey with holistic wellness tailored to you. Our onboard fitness facilities offer invigorating workouts using state-of-the-art Technogym equipment, while our beautiful Aurōra spa will leave you relaxed and renewed with a comprehensive range of revitalizing treatments.

EXPLORE OUR SPA
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SAUNA

Soak up the health benefits or just steal a moment to relax with a purifying sauna.
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FITNESS CENTER

Work up a sweat in our gym, equipped with the latest facilities, personalized training, and group classes.
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POOL DECK

Soak up the sunshine in style, then go for a refreshing dip on our beautiful pool deck.
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ACTIVITIES

From pickleball and paddle tennis, to golf practice and dance classes, our ships offer a host of activities from dawn to dusk.



SUITES & GUEST ROOMS
Our suites and guest rooms artfully pair comfort with the exceptionally elegant design. Elevated details, contemporary craftsmanship, and artisanal finishing embody modern refinement, while the spacious layouts maximize in-room relaxation.
CRYSTAL SERENITY - CRYSTAL PENTHOUSE SUITE
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CHOOSE A COMPLIMENTARY BROCHURE AND BEGIN YOUR EXCEPTIONAL JOURNEY.

VIEW ALL BROCHURES
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TAKE A LOOK AT CRYSTAL'S EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCE
#CRYSTALATSEA
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VIEW MORE


See Details
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